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THE NAMECACATUABRISSON, 1760 (AVES): PROPOSED
VALIDATION UNDERTHE PLENARYPOWERS. Z.N.(S.) 1647

By Ernst Mayr {Museum Comp. Zool. Cambridge, Mass.), Allen Keast {Queen's

Univ., Kingston, Ontario) and D. L. Serventy (C.S.I.R.O., Nedlands, W. Australia)

1

.

In his recent application dealing with Brisson's generic names for birds,

Mr. Hemming stated {Bull. Zool. Nomencl. 19 : 14) that special action may be

required for the names Cacaiua and Lorius. The present application deals with

the name Cacatua (see also Direction 105, 1963, Bull. Zool. Nomencl. 20 : 343-

344).

The name Cacatua was proposed by Brisson in volume 4, p. 204, of his

Ornithologie. Brisson includes species 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 in his genus Cacatua,

giving them the following Latin designations: Number 8, Cacatua (p. 204),

no. 9 Cacatua luteocristata (p. 206), no. 10 Cacatua rubrocristata (p. 209), no. 11

Cacatua minor (p. 212), and no. 12 Cacatua alis et cauda rubris.

2. As in the case of the name Gallinago (Hemming, 1956, Direction No.

39), there is no doubt that Brisson uses the name Cacatua in a generic sense. As

was customary with him, he uses mononomials in the case of tautonymy, but all

subsequent authors have accepted this fact of tautonymy to indicate that

species No. 8 (= Psittacus albus Miiller) is the type-species of his genus Cacatua.

On the other hand, Brisson did not include the name Cacatua in the index of the

Ornithologie, which is the reason why the name was rejected by many authors,

particularly within the last 50 years. Most of these accepted the name of

Cacatua as of Vieillot (1817, Nouveau Dictionaire d'Histoire Naturelle 17 : 6).

Unfortunately, between 1760 and 1817, five other names were introduced into

ornithology, for which it has been claimed that they are valid generic designa-

tions for the cockatoos. The following comments deal with these five names.

3. Kakatoe. —In the synoptic Table 2 in his Le^on d' Anatomic Comparee,

1800, Cuvier lists the name Kakatoe corresponding to the equivalent French

vernacular. The name at this place is clearly a nomen nudum, but according

to Opinion 39, " Those of Cuvier's names in these synoptic tables are available

which can be identified through bibliographic references given on page XIX of

the introduction to the Legon." The majority of subsequent authors have

refused to consider this an establishment of the Cuvier names, since in most

cases only the vernacular names give any clue as to the identity of the Latin

names. Nevertheless, the late James L. Peters adopted Cuvier's name. In all

of his other writings, Cuvier only uses vernaculars for the various subdivisions of

the genus Psittacus (parrots). This is particularly true for the Tableau elemen-

taire 1798 (p. 236) and for the Regne Animal 1817 (p. 433).

4. Cacatoes. —In the Zoologie Analytique, Dumeril uses only French names

in his diagnostic key on p. 51, but on p. 50 he refers to the cockatoes in the

nebulous sentence: " Les perroquets {psittacus) et les deux genres suivans, qui

ont conserve le memenom [? as in French] d'ara et de cacatoes en latin . .

"

it does not seem to us that such a reference to the vernacular name saves the
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name Cacaioes from being a nomen nudum, and this has been the virtually

unaminous opinion in ornithological systematics.

5. Cacatoes. —In the German edition of Dumeril prepared by Froriep, the

species Psittacus cristatus L. is quoted in connection with the generic name
Cacatoes which would validate the name as of Froriep. To the best of our

knowledge, Mathews (see below) is the only author who has ever intimated that

Froriep's name would make the Dumeril name available by having cited a

definite species with the generic name.

6. Cacatus. —In 1815, Rafinesque in his Analyse de la Nature, p. 64,

proposed the name Catacus (sic!), because he considered Cacatoes a vernacular

name and not acceptable. No subsequent author, to the best of our knowledge,

has adopted Rafinesque's replacement name.

7. Plyctolophus. —Vieillot in 1816 {Analyse : 26) proposed the name
Plyctolophus for the cockatoos. There is a description which might refer to a

number of species, but the only two species cited are the " Kakatoes noir
"

{Probosciger ater) and " a huppe rouge, Buffon " {Cacatua nwluccensis).

8. Vieillot in the next year {Nouveau Dictionaire 17 : 6, 1917) rejected his

own name Plyctolophus as unsuitable for most species of cockatoos and adopted

the name Cacatua Brisson. Subsequent to this action the name Cacatua, as of

Brisson, was adopted by the majority of authors and after about 1840 until

1910, virtually unanimously.

9. Mathews in 1912 revived some of the older names and in the following

years he wavered in his various writings between Kakatoe, Cacatoes, and other

synonyms. He appeared finally to have settled on the form Kakatoe for the

genus {Check List of the Birds of Australia, part I [issued as Supplement No. 1

to his The Birds of Australia], 1920). The R.A.O.U. Official Checklist of
Australian birds, 1926, adopted this usage and subsequently all contributors to

the Emuhad to follow suit. The majority of non-Australian authors continued

to use the name Cacatua until 1937, when Peters, in the Check-List of Birds of
the World, vol. 3, p. 173, followed Mathews in adopting Cuvier's Kakatoe. A
considerable number of later authors followed Peters, others rejected Cuvier's

name as a nomen nudum and essentially a vernacular name. Furthermore,

some authors insisted that the name Cacatua, having been in virtually universal

use for 100 years and being the name used in the entire classical literature on
parrots, had acquired a standing that would not justify a shift to Kakatoe or any
other name. Numerous uses of the name Cacatua in the recent literature could,

be cited, for example: Brereton, Proc. XIII Intern. Ornithol. Congr. 1 : 499-517,

1963; Condon, A Handlist of the Birds of South Australia, S.A. Ornithol.

23 : 112, 1962; Mayr, List of New Guinea Birds : 65, 1941; Mayr, Birds of the

Southwest Pacific : 232, 1945; Serventy and Whittell, Birds of Western Australia,

3rd edition, 1962. The name Cacatua also forms the basis of names in the

family group of names either as a subfamily or a family name Cacatuinae and
Cacatuidae.

10. Considering that all the names given to the cockatoos between 1800

and 1817 are of doubtful nomenclatural validity, it would seem best to avoid

all future difficulties by placing the name Cacatua Brisson on the Oflftcial List of

Generic Names and thereby make all the other competing names automatically
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junior synonyms. This action would seem to be in the best interest of stability

in ornithological nomenclature.

The International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature is requested

:

(1) to use its plenary powers to validate the generic name Cacatua Brisson,

1760, with Psittacus albus Miiller, 1776. as type-species;

(2) to place the generic name Cacatua Brisson, 1760, type by designation in

(1) above Psittacus albus P.L.S. Miiller, 1776, on the Official List of

Generic Names in Zoology.

(3) to place the specific name albus P.L.S. Miiller, 1776 {Syst. Nat. Suppl.

: 76, No. 50) as published in the binomen Psittacus albus, type of the

genus Cacatua Brisson, 1760, on the Official List of Specific Names in

Zoology.


